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The day it
all began…

Social Cohesion Work in Khayelitsha
•

Planning a dialogue
with SASCOP, SASA,
and Africa Uniteidentifying and
meeting with
stakeholders,
selection of venue,
reporting of meeting

Peace by Piece Dialogue

•

These Hands Don’t Hurt Basketball Tournament
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First project at Africa Unite
Partnership with IPYG
Localizing the Sustainable Dev’t Goals, Peace
Concept Note, Booking Guest Speakers,
Securing a Venue, Developing a Budget, Media
Outreach, Script Writing, Recruiting
Attendees, Hosted the Event

Fundraising (Jive Donation!)
Media Outreach (2 Live Radio Interviews!)
Attending and Helping at the Event (Passing out the
winning trophy!)

Continued work in Khayelitsha, including
working with the Khayelitsha Peacebuilding
Team planning community outreach,
conducting surveys, and attending meetings

• Assisting with social media
(Facebook posts, AU blog)
• New intern orientation manual
• Parliament tour and workshop

• Human Rights training with
Somali nationals with SASA
• Meeting heads of other youth/
human rights NGO’s in Obs

• Africa Exchange programme- coordinating
flight arrivals and pick-ups, welcome braai,
hosting the guests at AU’s AirBNB
• Trying to get the partnership with Abilimi
gardens and AU’s school clubs up and
running- currently at Simuyne High School
in Delft
• Europe township clean up
• Canvassing in Khayelitsha with Khayelitsha
Peacebuilding Team
• Guguletho Freedom Day event “What
Does 23 Years of Freedom mean to you?”

• Funding Proposal work
• Chairing weekly meetings, minute talking

• Nyanga community dialogue: How
does the parole system work?
• “Coming to Grips with the
Unemployment Crisis” lecture by
AIDC
• Writing reports for various events
• Africa Day dirty rice!
• Editing for various reports, articles,
social media posting , etc.
• Attended IJR talks on behalf of Africa
Unite
• A Migrants Journey” game, exploring
the journey of a migrant/ refugee in
SA through a board game

• Experience at an NGO
• An insiders experience in the townships,
meeting people and working there

• Not “completing” as many things as I would
have liked to

• Working and working together in an
international environment

• Learning to adjust my pace

• Learning to work Blogpress!
• Fundraising, budgets, and proposals- learning
how to “speak” funder lingo
• Leaning more about human rights, the South
Africa constitution, the state of the South
African economy, and the MDGs/ SDGs

• Working and collaborating with people who
might not have the same goals or ideas as you
• Limited budget, limited time
• Coming to terms with the impact you will be
able to make- having these big dreams and
big goals, but having to be realistic about
them

• A centralized system of communicating to one another regarding
upcoming events- perhaps through Microsoft Outlook so that no one
misses anything
• A centralized database of sharing concept notes, reports, pictures,
feedback – an Africa Unite google drive?
• A way of sharing schedules with one another (can be linked to
Microsoft Outlook) so we can share request offs, time spent out of
town, etc
• I enjoyed most being treated as an equal, who’s opinion was valued
and included, as opposed to just a volunteer

For the friends made, the memories and experiences, the challenges endured, and all fun!

